The Agreement of Paper and Film Prints in Detection
of Dentinal Caries in Panoramic Radiography
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Introduction:
Dental caries is dramatically common among
people. The aim of this study was to evaluate
the agreement of paper prints and film prints and
monitor in detection of dentinal caries in digital
panoramic radiography.
Materials and methods:
In this analytical study, radiographic images of
150 patients referred to a private clinic and who
needed panoramic radiographs for various reasons, were used. Images were printed on paper
and film. Dentinal caries in molars were classified into three categories; with caries, unknown
and without caries. Data were collected in checklist and recorded in SPSS 22 Kappa coefficient
rate of the data was used for obtaining agreement
between the paper prints and film prints and also
between monitor and film prints.
Results:
Kappa coefficient between the paper prints and
film prints was 0.88 and between monitor and
film prints was 0.92.
Conclusion:
According to the results of this study, paper prints
could be useful in diagnosis of dentinal caries in
panoramic radiographies.
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Agreement of paper and film prints

Introduction

We encountered different media in digital
radiographies; for instance, for displaying (monitor, film prints, etc) and for image storing (CD,
film prints, etc).(1) The number of these intermediaries increases the possibility of errors and
at the same time reduces the image quality and
can lead to many problems in transmission of
images.(2)
In recent years, radiologists have tended to use
paper prints instead of film prints in digital radiography for storing and recording the images to
decrease the costs (3) and to promote environmental health.(4) If there are too many changes and
loss of quality of images in recording and storing
by paper prints, many problems can be created
in diagnosis and the treatment plan and even the
function of digital radiography may be questionable.(5) Numerous studies have been done on the
comparison of these intermediaries.(6-14)
On the other hand, panoramic radiography is
widely used for the diagnosis and screening of
patients with dental problems; although it is not
as useful as periapical radiography for detecting
small carious lesions.(15)
The studies have revealed that there is good
agreement between panoramic radiography
and intraoral in detecting dentinal caries.(16)
Considering all these points, the aim of this study
was to evaluate the agreement of paper prints
and film prints in the detection of dentinal caries
in panoramic radiography.
Materials and Methods
In this analytical study, radiographic images
of 150 patients referred to a private clinic and
who needed panoramic radiographs for various
reasons, were used. Inclusion criteria for

panoramic radiography were: a) Image without
technical or positional error; and b) having at
least 24 teeth including first and second molars
in each quadrant.
The present study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Babol University of Medical
Sciences (with number of 5121).
In this study, all of the panoramic radiographies
were obtained by panoramic unit (Cranex D,
Tuusula, Finland). Afterwards, they were analyzed in the following three ways:
1) Saved on CD and observed on monitor LCD
Flatron LG E1941 19-inch (LG electronics,
Seoul, Korea).
2) Printed on 160-gram glossy paper (Mondi,
Vienna, Austria) by Canon i-sensys LBP 6030B
printer (2400 dpi) (Canon, ho chi minh, Vietnam).
3) Printed on film by Drypix prima printer (250
dpi) (Fujifilm Corporation, Sendai, Japan).
The digital images were interpreted on the monitor in a darkened environment. Film prints were
viewed in a semi-darkened room with light
transmitted through view box to film. Paper
prints were viewed in normal room conditions.
The radiographs were evaluated independently
by two observers who were radiologists with at
least a 10-years’ experience and their opinions
were recorded. In the event of any disagreement,
a third radiologist was asked to share his opinion
so that one opinion consensually was announced
and their agreement was recorded.
The first and second molars according to presence of dentinal caries in occlusal and proximal
surfaces were classified into three groups: 1) with
caries; 2) unknown; 3) without caries (Figure 1).
Data were collected in checklist and recorded in
SPSS 22 Kappa agreement rate of the data was
obtained and analyzed.

Figure 1.Carious lesions classification: a) unknown; b) with caries; c) without caries
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Results
In the present study, panoramic radiographs
of 150 patients (67 males [45%] and 83
females [55%]) aged 15–56 years were used that
included 1,200 teeth with 3,600 dental surfaces:
occlusal with proximal (mesial, distal).
Table 1 shows the prevalence of dentinal caries
according to presence of caries in film prints, paper prints and monitor.
Kappa coefficient rate between film prints and
paper prints was 0.88 and 0.92 between monitor
and film prints, respectively.
Table 2 shows the prevalence of dentinal caries

according to site of caries in film prints, paper
prints and monitor.
Paper prints, monitor and film prints were compared according to site of caries. There was high
agreement rate between paper prints and film
prints with Kappa coefficient rate of 0.90 in the
occlusal site and high agreement was observed
between monitor and film prints with Kappa coefficient rate of 0.93 in the occlusal site.
Kappa coefficient rate was 0.87 between film
prints and paper prints and 0.92 between monitor
and paper prints in proximal sites, respectively.

Table1: Prevalence of dentinal caries according to presents of caries in paper prints, film prints and monitor
Tools Diagnosis
With caries
Unknown
Without caries
Kappa

Film print
420(11.67)
7(0.19)
3173(88.14)

Paper print

Film print

395(10.97)
5(0.14)
3200 (88.89)
0.885

420(11.67)
7(0.19)
3173(88.14)

Monitor
398 (11.06)
4(0.11)
3198(88.83)
0.925

Table2: Prevalence of dentinal caries according to site of caries
Position
Film print
(%)
Diagnosis (D)
Lack of
diagnosis (LD)
kappa

118
(9.83)
1082
(90.17)

occlusal
monitor
Film print
(%)
(%)

112
(9.33)
1088
(90.67)
0.933

118
(9.83)
1082
(90.17)

Paper print
(%)

115
(9.58)
1085
(90.42)
0.900

Discussion
The results of this study showed that there is a
high agreement between film prints and paper
prints in detection of dentinal caries, which is
compatible to a study by Mehralizadeh et al.
They studied the diagnostic efficacy of intraoral
paper print of a digital radiograph in detection
of proximal dentinal caries on 320 extracted
premolars. Their results showed that paper
print is almost the same as monitor in terms of
diagnostic quality.
They found that paper print could be used as a
device of digital radiography.(2)
Regarding paper print, there are printers
such as ink, laser, and dye sublimation on the
market. Among them, the quality of dye
sublimation printers is usually higher than

proximal
Film print monitor Film print
(%)
(%)
(%)
302
(12.58)
2098
(87.42)

286
(11.92)
2114
(88.08)
0.922

302
(12.58)
2098
(87.42)

Paper print
(%)
285(11.88)

2120
(88.33)
0.879

the other two; nevertheless, their usage is not
economical.(15) However, Schulze et al. and
Shafiee et al.(14) concluded that quality of assessment tools such as paper print has been increasing and is quite similar to that of film print
in clinical diagnosis by the advancement of
technology in the field of oral radiography.(17)
In the present study, the dentinal lesions of the
proximal and occlusal surfaces were evaluated
and it was concluded that there was no significant difference between paper print and film
print. Nevertheless, Bley et al. evaluated the
diagnostic quality of radiography on paper prints
versus film in high-contrast and low-contrast test
objects of the phantom and they stated that paper
print, as compared with film print, was not appropriate to diagnose small-sized lesions.(18)
In fact, this difference was due to the lesion size.
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Since the present study was performed on panoramic radiographs, the diagnostic detection
was only on dentinal lesions. Therefore, further
studies on periapical radiographs are needed to
evaluate smaller lesions.
In this study, panoramic radiography was used.
Some advantages of this technique include
relatively lower dosage of radiation, cost-effectiveness, and production of a single image for
both dental arches. Given that, this technique has
low accuracy in small lesions. In this paper, dentinal lesions (medium-sized lesions), were evaluated. According to Hosseini et al., panoramic
radiography has appropriate accuracy compared
with intraoral radiography.(16) In order to achieve
these results, panoramic radiographies were
compared with paper prints and the results stated that there is a high agreement between them
in detection of dentinal caries, but in the case of
small lesions, further studies are needed.

Conclusion

According to the results of this study, paper
prints, as opposed to film prints, could be useful
in diagnosis of dentinal caries in panoramic radiographies.
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